HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Notice of Committee Meeting

Committee on Education

Will meet at: 9:00 a.m. Date: Wednesday, May 14, 2014

Location: Committee Room 1

Remarks:

HB 369 SMITH, PATRICIA CURRICULA Provides relative to sex education instruction in public schools

HB 522 JAMES SCHOOLS/DISTRICTS Provides relative to the use and control of school property by the Recovery School District

HB 560 IVEY (TBA) STUDENTS Provides for limitations and prohibitions on the collection and sharing of student information and provides penalties for violations (Subject to Rule Suspension)

HB 717 HILL SCHOOLS/EMPLOYEES Provides relative to extended sick leave for teachers and other school employees

HB 968 LEGER STUDENTS Provides relative to dropout prevention and recovery

SB 108 APPEL POSTSECONDARY ED Provides relative to the commissioner of higher education. (gov sig)

SB 179 MORRISH (TBA) EDUCATION DEPARTMENT Provides with respect to the Course Choice Program. (gov sig) (Subject to Rule Suspension)

SB 191 MORRISH EDUCATION ACCOUNTABILITY Provides for equal recognition of International Baccalaureate, Advanced Placement, and dual enrollment courses. (gov sig)

SB 598 ERDEY PUBLIC CONTRACTS Authorizes certain early childhood learning centers to engage in cooperative purchasing. (8/1/14)

SB 599 ERDEY TOPS Provides relative to TOPS reporting requirements. (gov sig)
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CHAIRMAN